
Date: 07/11/23 

Dear Parents, 

INTEKNATIONAL 

Namaskar! 
In our continuous effort to enhance the educational experience of our students, we would like to 

request your support in encouraging your ward to make the most of the Direct-to-Home (DTH) 
channels available for them 24x 7 from 1 November to 30" November 2023 for the grades I 
to XII 
DTH platforms offer a wide range of educational and informative content that can complement 
your child's learning journey. Many educational programs, documentaries. and video lessons are 
readily accessible through these channels. providing valuable insights and knowledge on a 
variety of subjects. 
The channel details are as follow: 
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JP INTERNATIONAL SOCHOOL, GREATER NOIDA 
SESSION 2023-24 

S.NO CHANNEL NUMBER CHANNEL NAME 
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DD PM e VIDYA 173 

DD PM e VIDYA 174 
DD PM e VIDYA 175 
DD PM e VIDYA 176 

Circular No.JPIS/23/172 

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE Anganwadi/Preschool/Balwatika 

PREPARATORY STAGE 
MIDDLE STAGE 

Best Regasena 

STAGE I( SECONDARY) 
STAGE 2 (SECONDARY) 

ALLOTED CLASSES FOR 
CHANNEL 

Ms.Rub hande Pyncipal) aler Noido 
(principal@pterhationl.co. in) 

DD PM e VIDYA |77 

We kindly ask you to motivate your child to explore these resources on DTH and take advantage 
of the related educational videos. Watching such content can not only enhance their 

understanding of various subjects but also spark their curiosity and interest in leaning. 

Thank you for being partners in your child's education. 

Class I & 2 
CLASS 3,4 & 5 
CLASS 6,7 & 8 

Your active involvement in this matter can make a significant difference in your child's 
educational development. Please ensure that they allocate some time to watch educational 
content on DTH channels as a part of their daily routine. 

CLASS 9 & 10 
CLASS || & 12 

You are requested to share the photos of your ward while watching the channel. 

We appreciate your cooperation and support in fostering a love for learning and knowledge in 
your child 
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